The paper main focus is the inquiry into the models and tools of comprehensive structuring of the innovative educational communication in the digital discourse (innovative educational communication in the digital ambient as construed by the transformative innovative strata and communicative application, facilitated by the modern European and Oriental languages of international communication – English, Spanish, French, Chinese, Japanese, accordingly). The problem of theoretical and methodological substantiation of cross-cutting principles, directions, mechanisms, and results of qualitative modeling of macro- and microstructures of verbal means and processing tools in the realm of digital educational communication, as a consolidated linguistic object, is investigated in depth. Mosaic, simulation, multidimensional, and framework approaches to understanding complex dynamic linguistic phenomena and entities, prioritized by this methodological context, allowed us to identify the ontological nature of educational communication units of the globalized languages in the sphere of innovative educational communication. The ICT, e-learning, hybrid learning, digital competencies thesaurus, that facilitates innovative educational communication, is structured to define and categorize the key components of innovative cyberterminology, instrumental to e-learning environment construction and functioning. Suggested are the innovative educational communication macro-, micro- and supra-structures modeling and digital processing based on three groundwork principles: 1) Intranet educational anthroposphere (the anthropic environment within World Wide Web); 2) Outernet educational anthroposphere (e-reality components, functions outside the realm of World Wide Web); 3) Technogenic educational anthroposphere (transoriented anthropic environment components with an anthropic-for-congenerous substituted ontological parameter).

The dynamic interaction of the structural tiers of the ICTs content plane within the strata of innovative educational communication is characterized by the anthropogenic and cognitive parameters of the content plane, mediated by the subjective and collective cognitive experience of digital education stakeholders, embodied in the framework digital transformation of innovative communicative educational scenarios.
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**Introduction and state-of-the-art overview.** At the turn of the XX – XXI centuries, science acquires the status of extremely effective and dynamic tools of human activity, which determines the interest of scientists in pragmatic aspects and problems of cognitive theory to increase the effectiveness of scientific work by traditional classical means and innovative systems of artificial intelligence (Davis, 2001; Gelenter, 1998; Budko 1990).

The network of research space of modern linguistic explorations provides an opportunity to determine the problems of language coding, transcription and mapping of different spheres of actual and conditional reality in linguocognitive (Lakoff, 1987; Langacker, 1991; Селіванова, 2007), linguistic and cultural (Andrejevuk, 2011; Maslava, 2007), discursive-communicative (Потапенко, 2011; Морозова, 2004), synergetic (Спікєва, 2011), activity (Heeter 1989; Heim, 1994) planes.

As an integral product of civilization, modern computer reality has become an independent being. Within it, electronic media act not only as a means of transmitting information or interaction, but also reveal their own world-creating, meaning-making, and, as a consequence, language-forming potential (Hauser, 1999; Makhachashvili, 2020; Борчинов, 2000). Computer being (CB – a term after V. Kutyriev (Kutyr'ev, 2001) is defined as a complex, multidimensional sphere of synthesis of reality, human experience, and activity, mediated by the latest digital and information technologies; it is the object of study of a wide range of humanities.

In philosophy, computer being is interpreted as a special type of substance – material and ideal reality in the aggregate of all forms of its development (Nyss, 1994; Бабушкін, 1985; Девтерев, 2000); in anthropology – as an environment for the implementation of "post-humanistic" tendencies of anthropogenesis (Hamilton, 1993; Heim, 1994; Мартинюк, 2001); in psychology – as a psychosomatic and emotional plane (Suler, 2009; Баксанский, 2004); in culturalogy – as a sphere of spiritual experience (Monnin, 2010; Knight, 1994), in sociology – as a system of multilevel, multidirectional social relations (Bell, 1987; Johnson, 2003).

The linguistic aspect of the study of computer being at the turn of the century is determined by objective historical and geopolitical preconditions: cyberization, globalization, informatization of world society, Americanization of world culture, due to which modern English, mostly its American variety, is a priority linguistic and communicative environment of the primary language coding of elements of computer being and its mapping (Makhachashvili & Swemenist, 2020), exported to globalized languages across the world.

The problem of theoretical and methodological substantiation of cross-cutting principles, directions,
mechanisms and results of qualitative dynamics of linguistic macro- and microstructures of vocabulary in the realm of computer being, as a consolidated linguistic object, is still waiting to be studied. Consideration of this issue requires the involvement of the phenomenological perspective of the study of complex linguistic objects, given the definition of the main task of phenomenological epistemology – knowledge of the full system of consciousness (Мамардашвили, 1999), constituting the objective world (Захаи, 2003; Гуссерль, 2001; Будко, 1990).

Objective. The paper overall objective is the inquiry into the models and tools of comprehensive structuring of the innovative educational communication in the digital discourse (generally understood as educational communication in the digital ambient as construed by the transformative innivative (neological) strata of modern European and Oriental languages of international communication – English, Spanish, French, Chinese, Japanese, accordingly, and facilitated by innovative digital media and communicative formats).

Main findings. The linguistic adaptation of the phenomenological approach to the theoretical and methodological understanding of the dynamics of the vocabulary of modern European and Oriental languages in computer life is based on the concept of the logosphere, synthetically understood as: 1) elements of different spheres of life (Лосев, 1993); 2) the zone of integration of thought-speech continuums (linguo) of cultures (Барт, 1989; Бахтин, 1979).

The turn of the XX-XXI centuries is determined by a significant acceleration of the enrichment of the vocabulary of modern natural languages (Макхачашвили, 2020; Ёпикєва, 2011; Щепель, 2010), which determines the need for holistic linguistic research of innovative industries.

Such a study of the vocabulary replenishment of modern European and Oriental languages corresponds to a new integrative direction – phenomenological neolinguistics. The global innovative logosphere of computer being, a component of the international language logosphere, is considered as a plurality of verbal innovations, which are phenomenological correlates of the elements of computer being. Phenomenological neolinguistics provides the researcher with the innovative logosphere of computer existence with the functional integrative methodology and analysis procedures, the application of which allows comprehensive coverage of the relationship between the principles of ultra-dense verbalization of this dimension of reality and mechanisms of neologization, nomination, language reference.

The proposed linguophenomenological approach to the study of the object of study helps to solve the scientific problem of holistic modeling of processes and results of replenishment of the vocabulary of the highly dynamic system of modern languages in general and its individual areas at the turn of XX-XXI centuries.

The object sphere of phenomenological neolinguistics consists of elements of the logosphere (in particular, the linguistic innovative logosphere of computer existence) in the priority determinative dialectical interaction with the constructs of existence – space, time, substance, phenomenon, essence – corresponding to the object field "ontological neolinguistics"; constructs of knowledge/cognition – episteme, concept, concept – corresponding to the object field "epistemological neolinguistics", and constructs of human consciousness/self-consciousness – identification, identity, individuality – corresponding to the object field "anthropological neolinguistics".

This inquiry is based on the initial position on the phenomenological nature of computer lexical innovations of modern European and Oriental languages (namely, the ability to identify, embody and structure elements of the corresponding sphere of being), which enables and provides complex determinative interaction of different substratum and abstract ) parameters of the global language innovation logosphere of computer existence. In the process of research, the algorithm of ontospheric and anthropospheric paradigmatic systematization of general language innovative computer terms is introduced.

Within the phenomenological approach (E. Hussrel, R. Ingarden, M. Mammadashvili, G. Shpet) (Захаи, 2003; Гуссерль, 2001; Ингарден, 1999; Мамардашвили), 1997; Шпет, 2001) global semantic integration of macro- and microstructures of the language innovative logosphere of computer existence identified as provided and realized due to the deterministic interaction of multisubstrate (linguistic, spatio-spatial, essential, anthropological and social) parameters of this logosphere, given the significant synchronous density of rates and results of parallel development of verbal, ontological and anthropological planes of computer being. Logocentric perspective on computer verbal innovations of modern globalized languages determines their phenomenological nature through the identification of symbolic (structural-semantic) substrate of these linguistic innovations as an empirical source and result of manifestation of substantive characteristics of reality.

Identified and parameterized in the course of our study is a significant density and, to some extent, redun-
dancy of innovative verbalization of the conceptual and semantic segment of language in the field of innovative educational communication in the digital discourse is, in our opinion, a specific (by extensional characteristics of newly formed language units) term according to V. Karasik (Карасик, 2002: 279) and communicative relevance (in terms of the concept of Z. Popova and I. Sternin (Попова, Стернин, 2007: 275) of this conceptual and semantic segment for the global language community. In this way, the significance of understanding the elements of computer reality for a specific language community can be inductively verified.

In turn, empirically clear and observable situational parallelism of the processes of emergence and development of a wide range of different substrate innovative elements of computer being:
- essential elements (space, time, substance),
- gnoseological elements (information, episteme, etc.), anthropological elements (existential state, type of identity, etc.),
- lingual correlates (language sign, language form, language meaning, language content)

determines the theoretical and methodological relevance of defining the problem of positioning this segment of linguistic reality – the general verbal innovations of the English language to denote elements, objects and phenomena of computer life, as special, specific features, consolidated, consistent and systemic type linguistic embodiment (modeling, pictureing) of reality.

Parameterization principles of a concept of "logos" in the paradigm of the humanities in general, linguosophy, and linguistics – in particular, allow to identify the features of innovative educational communication in the digital discourse as a complex object system pertaining the following parameters: Ubiquity (inclusiveness); Onthotcentrizm; Integrativity; Automorphism; Normativity; Lingual substantivity; Phenomenology of thesaurus units; Information-capacity; Referential and semiotic isomorphism of the referent and meaning.

Note that through the fragmented set of qualitative features, logosphere is tangent to the concepts of complex system simulators linguistic-mental outlook, such as:
- Model of the world / world view (inclusive, integrative, self-identity);
- Language picture of the world (phenomenology of linguistic constituents – the ability to summarize and signify objects of reality);
- Noosphere (onthotcentrizm, info-capacity);
- Communication/discourse.

For the listed set of features the integral notion of IECD (innovative educational communication in the digital discourse) stands as a semantic synthesis of these concepts (see Figure 1):

The specific differential features of logosphere as a linguistic-onthological, linguistic-phenomenological object are:
- Normativity – arising from the parametric features of the concept of "logos" – (while maintaining the characteristics of dynamic variation and logosphere);
- Lingual substantivity – phenomenological ("actualization") status of meta-language signs membranes in reality;
- The principle of isomorphism of the signified and meaning.

Modelling of the comprehensive framework of educational activities and experiences transformation into digitally enhanced format is, therefore, possible through an interoperable set of parameters (Figure 2):
- Time
- Space
- Communicative distance
- Dependence on ICT tools and infrastructure
- Level of complexity:

In view of the foregoing, the innovative ICT, e-learning, hybrid learning and digital competences logosphere (ICL) as a verbal premise of innovative educational communication in the digital discourse is defined as:

a) a syncretic, consolidated within its semantic scope, plurality of English verbal units that are the asymptotically (i.e. in unlimited approximation) exhaustive embodiments of substantive and factual elements of modern computer being.

b) as a vertically integrated at the macro and micro levels plurality of ICT, e-learning, hybrid learning, intercultural competences thesaurus, its typological specificity are relatively exhaustive phenomenological correlates multi-substrat elements of computer being.

For deductive and inductive determination of types, volume, qualitative characteristics, and direction of dynamics of the content of units of the microstructure of innovative educational communication in the digital discourse the elements of a method of conceptual analysis (Langacker, 1991; Langacker, 2007) in combination with elements of a method of phenomenological reduction (Гуссерль, 2001; Хайдеггер, 2003) are applied by the end-to-end epistemic deconstruction of the object of analysis (linguistic innovation unit) from the empirical sign substrate, which corresponds to the dialectical concept of "phenomenon", through tiers of the intensional and the extensional of the content plane to the substantive characteristics of the referent, corresponding to the dialectical concept of "essence".
Responsible technology (Dobson, Kürschne, 2021), in this respect, is understood as anthropocentric technology and tools, designed for real-life situations and scenarios, verified by assessment of best practices (James, 2020). The functional interpretation of responsible technology is a best practice application for complex educational communicative scenarios transformation into digital format.

The application of various ICT tools, inherent to each type of innovative communicative educational activity, allows to disclose the transformation procedures of various mandatory educational contexts (for e.g. Final Qualification Assessment) as a complex frame scenario of the dynamic actional or script type, meaning a structure, which presents procedural knowledge about the course of events (Zhabotynska, 2011).

The “frame” is information data, formed in a certain way, that reflects the acquired experience of knowledge about a certain stereotypical situation, which is perceived quite generally, because it can mean action, image, narration etc. (Fillmore, 2010), (Minsky, 1979). Therefore, the framework scenario of Final Qualification Assessment transformation into digital format assisted by ICT tools, comprises of the following separate cognitive schemes:

1) Agency scheme: X (AGENT) [stakeholder] => performs EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY => [digital equivalent activity]

2) Localization scheme: X (AGENT) [stakeholder] => performs activity THERE [locus] => [digital equivalent locus]

3) Instrumental scheme: X (AGENT) [stakeholder] => uses INSTRUMENT => for PURPOSE [to perform educational activity] => [EQUIVALENT ICT TOOLS] for => [DIGITAL EQUIVALENT ACTIVITY]

4) Object scheme: X (INSTRUMENT) [ICT tool] => is APPLIED to PATIENT [educational activity / [digital equivalent activity] => for PURPOSE [educational goal].

Assembled schemes of the Final Qualification Assessment procedure transformation into digital technology assisted format comprise a comprehensive framework, informed by the application of ICT tools and digital communication practices, corresponding to different tiers of educational goals and different interdisciplinary domains (Figure 3):
Qualitative content analysis of the individual communicative and cognitive experiences of stakeholders through hybrid and digital learning was conducted via Voyant Engine (https://voyant-tools.org/) – a family of digital cloud based corpus and text-mining tools. Respondents were, in particular, asked to submit three free ranging concepts each that are individually evocative of hybrid and e-learning through the COVID-19 pandemic timespan. The key concepts, thematically foregrounded in the corpus sample, that designate individual experiences of stakeholders in Oriental and European languages programs of all levels are: TIME; WORK; CONVENIENCE; LACK; SCHEDULE; COMMUNICATION; STRESS.

It bears pointing out that of the thematic concepts foregrounded across the sample by students of Oriental and European languages programs two bear negative connotations – LACK and STRESS. Only the term LACK demonstrates both absolute and relative frequency in the assessment of individual experiences and quality of e-learning and hybrid learning by students of regional universities. The proportionately frequent collocations of the notion LACK in subjective quality assessment of hybrid and digital experiences by stakeholders of Oriental and European languages programs in regional universities of Ukraine are: ¬ LACK => (of)-> communication; ¬ LACK => (of)-> convenience ¬ LACK => (of)-> digital/online connection ¬ LACK => (of)-> resources ¬ LACK => (of)-> teacher/mentor

Content analysis of individual experience and key associations of students of universities on the introduction of hybrid and e-learning in the period COVID-19 revealed the following distribution of key conceptual correlates: TIREDNESS => STRESS <= COMFORT <= TIME => INCREASE. Content analysis of individual experience and key associations of faculty of universities on the introduction of hybrid and e-learning in the period COVID-19 revealed the following distribution of key conceptual correlates: ABSENCE => COMMUNICATION => TIREDNESS <= LIVING.

Dynamic interaction of structural level of the content within innovative ICT, e-learning, hybrid learning, digital competences being thesaurus is characterized by the gradual expansion of the ontological referents.

Conclusions. Mosaic, simulation, and multidimensional approaches to understanding complex dynamic linguistic phenomena and entities, prioritized by this methodological context, allowed us to identify the ontological nature of innovative ICT, e-learning, hybrid learning, digital competences thesaurus in innovative educational communication.
(namely, the ability to embody and structure elements of the relevant realm of life independently from the filter of human experience), which enables and provides a complex determinative interaction of multistructure (linguistic, existential and anthropological) parameters of the innovative logosphere of computer being.

The dynamic interaction of the structural stages of the innovative ICT, e-learning, hybrid learning, digital competences content plane within the linguistic premises of innovative educational communication is characterized by the expansion of the ontological denotatum, resulting in isolation/absorption/replacement, or partial isolation/absorption/replacement of anthropogenic parameters of the content plane, mediated by the subjective and collective cognitive experience of digital education stakeholders, who are speakers of globalized languages.
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